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Getting to Know Some of the Characters: 

 
 

Princess Eleyanra:  She is the heir-apparent to the throne of the Kingdom of  Udharīa .  
She respects the erudite of the Crown.  She has one brother named Aueneiss. Eleyanra 
was unreasonable and her temperament was that of a five-year-old human.  None, 
however, could deny her beauty, common among her people, but easily recognizable in 
her countenance.  Eleyanra was taller than the average young woman, yet her height 
did not reach near that of the Light Seekers (Seers).  Princess Eleyanra  seeks to unite 
the Udharĭan and (X)upraethī thrones while destroying the Kingdom of Ubraeĭ in the 
process.    Her official title is:  Princess Eleyanra, First of Her Name, of the blood of King 
Vhileum and Queen Raī, heir of the coruscated throne of the Kingdom of Udharīa, 
Defender of the Seekers of Light, whisperer to the secrets of the firmament, Regent of 
the People of the Stars. 
 
Queen Raī:  She is the mother of Princess Eleyanra and queen of the kingdom-world of 
(X)upraeth. 
 
 
King Vhileum:  He is the father of Princess Eleyanra and king of the kingdom-world of (X)upraeth.  
He has a special patience with his daughter, though he knows that her destiny is set to disrupt 

the three kingdom-worlds as known and the reign of the Kingdom of Udharīa. 
 

 

Muraeth:  Warrior-servant of Queen Raī.  She is a trusted defender of the honour of the 
(X)upraethī Crown.  She wields a special sword and is ready to harness whatever power 
she may through her might in order to defend the kingdom.  Although she has a tough 
façade, Muraeth is susceptible to natural affection.  She discovers this when she and 
Ganev are especially assigned to seize a (X)upraethī citizen and betrayer of this 
kingdom-world. 
 
Ganev:  Ganev was, poised and calculating only to the extent of consideration still of the 
throne.  He is tall and statuesque with dark hair and a commanding presence.  He was 
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dashing and easily garnered the attention of many Udharīan women of maturity.  His 
eyes were of a mesmerizing beauty, bright with a stern honesty that peered into the 
falsehood of many a cunning tongue.  This regal advisor’s lips were neither thin or fully 
plump yet spoke with simplistic wisdom.  Ganev is not only an advisor, but also a trained 
warrior similar to Muraeth. 
 
Prince Thauses:  A handsome prince and heir-apparent to the Kingdom of (X)upraeth.  
He has dark eyes and temperate personality with an enticing voice.  His official title is:  
Prince Thauses, of the noble blood of Queen Xylīa and King Naĭsaph, Heir-apparent to 
the scintillated throne of the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth, Inheritor of the Luminary 
Succession, Transmitter of the Great Effulgence, Master of the Alchemy of Fire and 
Water, Holder of the Opening of the Sanctorum Veiled, Friend of the Morningstar, 
Master of the Alchemy of Light, Peer into the Sacred Iridescence, , Regent of the People 
of the Sun and Light, Master of the Mystic Dragon, and bonded mate of Princess Nuraī. 
 
Nuraī: is the inhabitant of the Kingdom of Ubraeĭ, the least of the three worlds within 
this realm.  She has an overreaching curiosity but was not well-versed in esoteric arts.  
Nuraī has dark brown eyes, luscious lips with dark auburn hair.  She becomes the 
bonded mate of Prince Thauses and a princess.  Her official title is:  Princess Nuraī of the 
Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth, First of Her Name, of the blood of Aeteshara and Euphranaĭ, 
rightful heir of the coruscated throne of the Kingdom of Udharīa, Defender of the 
Seekers of Light, Whisperer to the secrets of the firmament, Regent of the People of the 
Stars, Master of the anointed Morningstar, Possessor of the Light Divine, Companion of 
the Solar True, Holder of the Opening to the Secret Sanctorum, Friend of the 
Morningstar, and Master of the Alchemy, and Whisperer to the mystical waters of the 
Alchemy and Commander of the New Sun.    
 
Queen Xylīa : last inheritors of the throne as she lost both her sons to internal civil 
unrest and sought to unify her world further.  She is Prince Thauses' mother and King 
Naĭsaph 's wife.  She is patient, but also strong.  In her rulership she defers to King 
Naĭsaph  for final proclamation.  Yet Her Grace has the wits, keenness and intelligence to 
assist in resolving matters that affect not only the prosperity of the Crown but that of 
the Kingdom of (X)upraeth. 
 
King Naĭsaph :  His Grace is Prince Thauses' father.  He accepts guidance from his 
advisors, the (X)upraethī sages and advice from his wife, Queen Xylīa .  He is protective 
of Prince Thauses who is heir-apparent of the throne.  He rules with fairness and an 
amenable temperament. 
 
 
Aeteshara:  She is Nuraĭ's mother.  Aeteshara withholds a special relic that  is Nuraĭ's 
inheritance.  They were of the original inhabitants of the Kingdom of Udharīa before she 
and Euphranaĭ departed for the world of Ubraeĭ.  This lesser world is the only one Nuraī 
had known for most of her natural life. 
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Euphranaĭ:  Father of Nuraī, Euphranaĭ holds the secret to the disc that is his daughter's 
birthright.  He is originally of Udharĭan descent and wife of Aeteshara.  He does not 
approve of Princess Nuraĭ's marriage to Prince Thauses.  Soon they realize that it is a 
matter of power, rather than suitability that those who object to the prince and 
princess' coming together to rule the consecrated throne. 
 
 
Curators:  The curators of the iridescence were trained by the (X)ūpraethī elders to 
perfect their innate gifts.  The Curators could partition aspects of the sun's heated value, 
hold it and direct its healing or harm by their commands. The Curators are not allowed 
to use substitutes in their processing of light—fpr this inhibits the truth of 
understanding.  It was those of the Great Rebellion in which false fires failed their 
endeavours.  
 
Luminaries:  They were special members of the (X)upraethī society who could only 
temporarily harness the rays of the sun.  They could also stretch and move light as a 
conduit of healing.  These were a portion of the populace of alchemy within the 
Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth, protected by the Crown and those who enjoyed the luxuries of 
the throne.  These were a portion of the populace of alchemy within the Kingdom of 
(X)ūpraeth, protected by the Crown and those who enjoyed the luxuries of the throne 
 
Inisaĭ:  Inisaĭ is a warrior-apprentice and student of the Luminary order.  She is astute, 
strong-willed, and trusted helper to the Crown. As the storyline progresses, Inisaĭ 
becomes a full Luminary.  Despite this honour, she still defers to her mentor-teacher 
and uses questioning as her approach for improving the practice of her craft in the use 
of light.  She is apt in investigating matters.  Inisaĭ is also the childhood friend of Prince 
Thauses. 
 
Benshraph:  He was neither portly nor muscular, quite a bit older than most; four 
hundred years passed since his birth.  Yet he was as keen as if only one hundred and 
fifty years had only passed.  Benshraph was an advisor and companion to Princess 
Eleyanra of the Kingdom of Udharīa. 
 
Oein:  Is the glass-like dragon who harnesses the mystical chariot.  It can be controlled 
by the disc of Princess Nuraī to help subdue it into submission, to direct and maintain its 
directed course. The dragon primarily sets itself at the direction of its gifted masters.  It 
sometimes can become aglow.   
 


